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Abstract

The fundamental frequency of a complex sound modulates the perceived duration of a sound. Higher pitch sounds are perceived longer compared to lower pitch sounds as shown by several independent studies since 1973. In this paper, the effect of language background is studied: native speakers of Finnish and German participated in a two alternative forced choice duration discrimination experiment where the duration and frequency of two sounds are randomly varied. The overall duration discrimination sensitivity was similar to both groups but the speakers of Finnish were influenced more by the pitch in their judgements. In addition, the difference in the two sounds’ pitch period explained the response data better than the difference in pitch frequencies or the pitch interval. As the Finnish quantity system is known to employ both duration and pitch cues, the present results suggest that the speakers are shaped by the language environment even when the task is purely non-linguistic.

Index Terms: duration discrimination, pitch, Finnish, German

1. Introduction

When listeners are asked to compare duration of two sounds with static \( f_0 \) contour, they tend to judge the one with a higher pitch as longer. This phenomenon has been confirmed by multiple investigation involving comparisons of sounds of different types (from pure tones to speech segments) and of a great range of fundamental frequencies (from 100 Hz to 8 kHz) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

In the beginning of 1970’s, Burghardt asked German subjects to adjust a duration of a sinusoidal with different pitch than the standard. Based on the comparisons between several sinusoids varying between 200 Hz to 8 kHz, Burghardt showed that 3 kHz sounds were perceived the shortest. He concluded that the frequency might on the one hand influence the perceived duration by an additive constant proportional to the pitch period. On the other hand, the processing speed might vary over the different spectral bands of the basilar membrane filters. Moreover, Burghardt observed a similarity between equal duration curves and equal loudness curves [1]. The latter conclusion fits well to Frankenhaueser’s theory of duration perception since louder sounds are perceived longer, the reaction times for the sound onset detection decrease with increasing intensity, and the temporal discrimination is more precise for louder sounds [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The former conclusion is supported by observations from neurophysiology: first, the entrainment to the pitch of trapezoid body cells relates the pitch rate and total activity of the neural population to the pitch frequency [12]; second, the response of the cells in the central nucleus of inferior colliculus that are sensitive to the amplitude modulated sinusoidals, has a latency proportional to the pitch period [13].

In 1977, Rosen confirmed that the pitch affects the duration judgements of complex sounds as well (although, apparently, he hadn’t been aware of the work of Burghardt) but offers no explanation for the observations. Seemingly unaware of all the earlier work, Brigner offered a new explanation in his experiment on the apparent duration difference of sinusoids at 0.5 kHz and 4 kHz: the higher pitch sound is perceived as smaller and hence as longer [3]. However, the Brigner’s results could be explained with varying loudness: a 4 kHz sound is louder than a 0.5 kHz sound and hence perceived longer.

A closely related question is the difference limen (DL) for the sound duration i.e. what is the smallest \( \Delta T \) such that a stimulus with duration \( T \) can be distinguished from another stimulus with duration \( T + \Delta T \) other stimulus features being equal. According to Abel [9], the DL is roughly a tenth of the stimulus duration for stimuli with durations above 50 ms. The ratio between difference limen and the stimulus duration is called Weber fraction. The Weber fractions decrease as a function of stimulus duration and these fractions are smaller for musicians. In addition, when the stimuli have varying pitch, the duration discrimination deteriorates. Jeon and Fricke propose that the reason for the phenomenon lies in the different integration times involved in the frequency processing: the higher pitch sound would have faster detection time and hence a longer duration [4]. However, the loudness differences could have confounded the results.

The magnitude of the effect that pitch has on perceived duration has been estimated to be unimportant for speech [2, 14]. However, more complex stimuli with several pauses and bursts have shown that the perceived duration difference of a longer sequence can be strongly modulated by the pitch [15, 16]. Moreover, in tonal languages like Thai and Cantonese, the high tones are produced in average shorter than low tones [17, 18]. This can be regarded as (over) compensation for the temporal asymmetry in the perception of the durations [5]. If the small duration distortion caused by pitch would be indeed negligible with respect to speech, then the language background of a speaker would not be expected to affect the strength of the effect. However, the native language is known to affect the early neural processing of pitch and duration [19, 20, 21].

In this paper, we revisit the pitch-duration interaction and investigate it from two perspectives: first, we attempt to falsify the pitch period mechanism proposed by Burghardt by examining the key predictions of the proposed account: the degree to which the pitch influences perception of duration would be linearly proportional to the difference in period of the two compared sounds if the sounds have equal loudness. As a consequence, it would be non-linearly proportional to pitch frequency and pitch interval. Second, the relevance for speech is assessed
by analyzing if language affects the phenomenon by comparing the responses of the speakers of two languages, Finnish and German. In Finnish, a language with full-fledged quantity system, the phonological length of the vowel is signaled by the duration and the pitch while in German, a more restricted quantity system takes place where the length opposition is signaled by vowel quality and duration [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].

2. Methods

A two alternative forced choice duration discrimination task with 300 static pitch pairs and 300 dynamic-static pairs were presented for native speakers of Finnish and German. Here we only describe and report the results for the static pairs. There were 12 Finnish (11 females; age 25–67 years, mean 37) and 6 German (3 females; age 24–41 years, mean 31) participants. The participants reported no hearing problems. Informed consent of all subjects was obtained and the experimental arrangement was in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.

2.1. Stimuli

The stimuli were varied in three dimensions: the actual duration, the pitch level, and the pitch movement. Half of the stimuli were level-level pairs which are described now in detail.

The first sound in the pair is called $a$ and the second x. Each stimulus pair ($a, x$) consisted of a short and a long sound: the short had a random duration between 100 and 150 ms; the long was randomly 0–50 ms longer than the short one. The long and short durations were attached randomly to $a$ and $x$.

One of the sounds in the pair ($a, x$) was always low and the other one high. The low tone had a random period of 7.5–15 ms (corresponding to ca. 67 and 133 Hz). The higher tone had randomly 0–5 ms shorter period (frequency range of 67 and 400 Hz). The high and low pitch values were attached randomly to $a$ and $x$ independent of their durations.

The onsets of the sounds had a fixed difference of 800 ms. The sound signals were constructed based on simple sawtooth waves. These waves were then gamma filtered with center frequency 3000 Hz. Finally, the energy of the signal was normalized so that the intensity of the sound signals integrated over the first 100 ms was equal. This lead to approximately equal loudness.

2.2. Procedure

The experiment was run on Matlab on a laptop. The participants heard pairs of sounds through head-phones in a sound proof studio and had to choose if the first or the second sound in the pair was longer by typing “a” respectively “x”. A few practice sounds with duration ratio 2 or 0.5 and equal pitch static sounds were presented to familiarize the participants with the task and to let them adjust the amplitude of the head-phone signal. The typing of the answer prompted the generation of the next stimulus and it was played to the participant after a delay of 500 ms. The participants were told to concentrate on the duration and neglect any other variation in the stimuli.

2.3. Analysis

A mixed effects logistic regression model was fit to the data to estimate the psychometric function for duration discrimination in the responses. The fixed effects were actual duration difference $d$, the period difference of the pitches $p$, and the mother tongue of the speaker $L1$ together with the first order interactions. The subjects were treated in the model as random effects with random slopes for duration differences. Note that every variable included in the analysis is antisymmetric with respect to the order, i.e. if the order of the two sounds is reversed, then the value of the variable changes the sign. A selection between models was done using anova comparisons by reducing the full model by removing the least significant terms. This led to the minimal model called linear period difference model.

The same process of data fitting was then done again with period difference substituted by pitch interval in semitones. Again the anova was used for finding the minimal model, *linear pitch interval model*. The linear frequency difference model was constructed similarly. The three different models were compared using the proportional reduction in deviance against the null model which included only random intercepts for the subjects. Moreover, the linearity of the models was assessed by introducing quadratic and cubic terms and analyzing their impact to the deviance reduction.

Since the stimuli were generated with several random parameters, the obtained data set offers a possibility to compare the effect of other pitch related variables. In Figure 1, the dependence between the pitch period difference and the pitch interval is demonstrated. A third order polynomial regression line was fitted to connect the two variables. The regression model explained 93.5% of the total variation. Hence, the third order polynomial essentially captures the dependency between the two variables in the experimental design.

To compare the results to earlier results on difference limens, the DL was defined by estimating the 75% correct discrimination threshold from the logistic regression model. The estimate was calculated by deleting the terms not related to duration leading to $DL = \ln(3)/k$, where $k$ is the slope of the duration term in the logistic model.

3. Results

The duration difference was the most important single factor in every model analyzed. The model with duration difference as the only explanatory factor reduced the deviance by 23.5%. In the following we describe the influence of the pitch to the

![Figure 1: Structure of the experimental design is revealed by plotting the pitch interval between the sounds as a function of their pitch period difference. The solid line depicts the best third order polynomial regression model between these variables.](image-url)
3.1. Comparison of models

First, we compare the resulting minimal models using three pitch-related difference measures as fixed effects. The measures used were period difference, frequency difference and pitch interval, respectively. All three mixed effect logistic regression models showed similar significance patterns regarding main effects and interactions. In all three cases, the main effects of actual duration difference and of the pitch-related measure were both significant, as was the intercept. The interaction between the pitch-related measure and L1 was also significant for all three models. In the model using period difference, the interaction between this measure and duration difference was also significant, but this was not the case for the other two frequency-related measures of pitch difference. No other effects were significant in either of the models, including the main effect of L1. Only significant main effects and interactions were used in the minimal models.

The minimal models with period difference, frequency difference and pitch interval reduced the variance by 30.1 %, 27.4 % and 29.0 %, respectively, relative to the null model. The interaction that was only significant for the period difference measure and therefore included in the minimal model (duration difference × period difference) was not fully responsible for the difference; the pitch difference model without this interaction still reduced the null variance by 30.0 % (nevertheless, as shown by ANOVA-comparison between the models, this tiny decrease is significant).

The mixed effect logistic regression model using period difference as a measure of pitch difference between stimuli provided the greatest explanatory power. It is important to stress that the small differences between variance reduction percentages are expected, as the three measures compared are highly correlated.

3.2. Linearity of the effects

Both quadratic (symmetric) and cubic (antisymmetric) terms were introduced to analyze the nonlinearity effect in the duration difference and the measures of pitch difference: period difference, frequency difference, and pitch interval, respectively. Since the quadratic terms had in all respects negligible impact on the responses, only cubic terms are reported here.

The actual duration difference had linear effect on the responses: The cubic term was not significant (z < 2), the model was not significantly better than the linear model (ANOVA), and adding the cubic term decreased the deviance by 0.01 % only.

The period difference effect was also mostly linear. While the cubic term was significant z = 2.0 and the linear model was significantly different from the cubic model (ANOVA, p = 0.02), the additional reduction in deviance introduced by non-linearity was only 0.08 % (the explanatory power was not improved and stayed 30.1 % as for the linear model).

The frequency difference model is most substantially improved by adding the nonlinear term: the cubic term was significant (z = −11), the non-linear model was significantly different from the linear model, and the additional reduction in deviance was 2.2 % (total reduction was 29.6 %).

The pitch interval model improved similar to frequency difference model by adding the nonlinear term: the cubic term was significant (z = −10), the non-linear model was significantly different from the linear model, and the additional reduction in deviance was 1.1 %. The resulting non-linear model reduced the variance by 30.5 % compared to the null model and thus provides an explanatory power similar to the linear period difference model.

The similarity between the linear period difference and non-linear pitch interval models is, of course, not surprising. These two measures are highly correlated and related to each other in a non-linear fashion, see Figure 1. The results reported so far suggest that the influence of the pitch difference on durational judgements of participants is approximately linearly proportional to the difference in period, and (perhaps consequentially) non-linearly to derived frequency measures. As the revealed interaction patterns suggest, the strength of the influence is language dependent. To analyze this language dependence, we shall use the simpler, non-linear period difference model.

3.3. Language specificity of the influence of period difference

The minimal mixed effects logistic regression model using period difference is summarized in Table 1.

![Figure 2: The logistic curves fitted to the response data. The proportion of the responses (ordinate) is plotted as a function of duration difference (abscissa) for different period difference levels: solid line (same pitch), dashed line (first sound higher), and dot-dashed line (first sound lower). The grey curves represent the German and the black curves the Finnish participants’ responses.](image_url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effect</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>z value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration difference</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period difference</td>
<td>-296</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration difference:Period difference</td>
<td>-1130</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period difference:L1 (German)</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To help interpret the model parameters, several resulting logistic regression curves are plotted in Figure 2. The percentage of responses (“first longer”) is shown as a function of actual duration difference between the sounds (positive difference means that the first sound was longer).

The solid line is an estimate of durational judgements for
both Finnish and German speakers for stimuli with equal pitch (in this case the responses were statistically indistinguishable due to the lack of significant main effect of $L_1$ and its interaction with duration difference). In this case, when the sounds were of equal duration, the first sound was perceived as longer (significant intercept). To achieve balanced judgement, the second sound should be approximately 9 ms longer than the first one.

The significant interaction between $L_1$ and period difference signals the different magnitude of pitch effect on duration judgement between the speakers of the two languages. The dashed lines (black for the Finns and grey for the Germans) show estimates for the situation, when the period of the first sound was 5 ms shorter than that of the second sound, i.e., the first sound was of a higher pitch. As we can see, in this case the first sound was considerably more likely to be perceived as longer by Finnish participants than by their German counterparts. In order to compensate for such a great difference in pitch (the maximum used in our stimuli), the second, lower pitch sound must have been approximately 35 ms longer than the first sound for the Finns, but only about 20 ms longer for the Germans. Similar phenomenon occurs when the pitch of the second stimulus was higher: to achieve balanced responses, the lower-pitch sound should be approximately 25 ms longer for Finnish participants but less than 10 ms for German ones.

3.4. Duration difference limens

To analyze the duration difference limens, the pitch period based logistic regression models are used. The estimate for the smallest perceivable difference is 20 ms. The mean duration of the stimuli was 137 ms and hence an estimate for the Weber fraction is 15%.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate in more detail the earlier reported pitch-duration interaction. The responses were analyzed for the linearity/non-linearity of the explanatory variables and for native language effect. The results show that the pitch effect is best described in terms of the pitch period difference of the two sounds. This interpretation is however not without reservations: the experimental design resulted in low frequencies to be over represented in the trials. In 67% of the sound pairs, both sounds had a pitch in the one octave range from 67 Hz to 133 Hz. Nevertheless, the highest pitch sounds extended to 370 Hz. Despite the imbalance, the pitch distribution is roughly comparable to the distribution of male fundamental frequencies in spontaneous speech.

As reflected by the reductions in deviance, the duration judgements were based mostly on the actual differences in the sound durations. Earlier, Finnish has been found to be more precise in their duration discrimination [20], but this effect was not statistically significant in the current data. However, there is no contradiction since the reported values for the effect size are much below the response variance here.

The studies of this phenomenon, including ours, report judgements of participants, not perception per se. Moreover, the auditory processing steps are not available by a behavioral study. Hence, any implications to neural processes remain suggestive and speculative. However, the results point to a prominent role of pitch period in explaining the phenomenon as opposed to other pitch related variables as pitch frequency and pitch interval, at least in the low frequency range.

As opposed to earlier studies, the loudness level was more carefully controlled for by restricting the energy of the sound signal to a narrow frequency band (to minimize the sensitivity differences across spectrum) and normalizing the intensity. However, the varying durations and pitch levels might have created variations in the loudness sensations.

Finally, the results support the Burghardt’s view that the pitch modulates the perceived duration proportional to the duration of pitch period. In addition, the effect is not due to basilar membrane mechanics (ringing) since the stimuli had equal spectral distribution and hence the basilar membrane responses are expected to be identically located. Also, the pitch bias has relatively large impact on duration discrimination (see Section 3.3) varying among individuals in a language specific way.

5. Conclusions

The interaction of duration and pitch was studied using a two alternative forced choice duration discrimination task. As previously found, the higher pitch was systematically associated with longer duration judgement. A detailed analysis of the response data showed that the phenomenon depends rather linearly on the pitch period difference of the two sounds. This suggests that the cause of the phenomenon could be related to the peripheral auditory processes: the pitch processing contributes to the total amount of activation proportional to the frequency hence shortening the onset detection latency for higher tones.

All the participants were native speakers of Finnish or German. Surprisingly, the pitch had a much stronger effect on the duration judgements of the Finnish than those of the Germans while the overall duration discrimination accuracy was comparable between the groups. Given that the quantity is signaled by duration and pitch cues in Finnish, the pitch processing pathways in the auditory system might have been more activated during the duration discrimination task in the Finnish participants explaining the between group difference. To rule out this explanation, another study is needed which directly measures the early auditory processes.

Finally, there seems to be a universal tendency for higher pitch sounds to be perceived longer when all the other sound parameters are kept constant. During language acquisition, the native language shapes the developing brain, and the ways in which phonological distinctions are signaled become hardened in the population. The implication for understanding the language change is fundamental: the language shapes the perceptual system of the new generation of speakers modifying the phonetic landscape where the phonological distinctions are realized. Hence, the adaptation of the perceptual system to the language environment might be partly driving the language change.
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